Abstract. This paper explores a novel definition of Schnorr randomness for noncomputable measures. We say x is uniformly Schnorr µ-random if t(µ, x) < ∞ for all lower semicomputable functions t(µ, x) such that µ → t(µ, x) dµ(x) is computable. We prove a number of theorems demonstrating that this is the correct definition which enjoys many of the same properties as MartinLöf randomness for noncomputable measures. Nonetheless, a number of our proofs significantly differ from the Martin-Löf case, requiring new ideas from computable analysis.
Introduction
Algorithmic randomness is a branch of mathematics which gives a rigorous formulation of randomness using computability theory. The first algorithmic randomness notion, Martin-Löf randomness, was formulated by Martin-Löf [ML66] and has remained the dominant notion in the literature. Schnorr [Sch70] , however, felt that Martin-Löf randomness was too strong, and introduced a weaker, more constructive, randomness notion now known as Schnorr randomness. Both Martin-Löf and Schnorr randomness play an important role in computable analysis and computable probability theory. For example, the Martin-Löf randoms are exactly the points of differentiability for all computable functions f : [0, 1] → R of bounded variation [BMN16] . Similarly, the Schnorr randoms are exactly the Lebesgue points for all functions f : [0, 1] → R computable in the L 1 -norm [Rut13, PRS14] . Algorithmic randomness is formulated through the idea of "computable tests." Specifically, if µ is a computable measure on a computable metric space X, then (in this paper) a test for Martin-Löf µ-randomness is a lower semicomputable function t : X → [0, ∞) such that t dµ < ∞. A point x passes the test t if t(x) < ∞, else it fails the test. A point x is Martin-Löf µ-random if x passes all such tests t. Schnorr randomness is the same, except that we also require that t dµ is computable for each test t. (We present the full details in the paper.)
While, historically, algorithmic randomness was mostly studied for computable probability measures, there were a few early papers investigating Martin-Löf randomness for arbitrary noncomputable probability measures. One was by Levin [Lev76] using the concept of a "uniform test"-that is, a test t which takes as input a pair (µ, x) and for which t(µ, x) = ∞ if and only if x is µ-random. Gács, later, [Gác05] modified Levin's uniform test approach.
1 Separately, Reimann [Rei08] (also Reimann and Slaman [RS15] ) gave an alternate definition using the concept of a "relativized test"-that is a test t which is computable from (a name for) µ. Day and Miller [DM13] showed the Levin-Gács and Reimann definitions are equivalent. Recently, there have been a number of papers investigating Martin-Löf randomness for noncomputable measures, e.g. [KH10, BGH + 11, BM12b, DM13, DR14, RS15]. These results have applications to effective dimension [Rei08] , the ergodic decomposition for computable measure-preserving transformations [Hoy11] , and the members of random closed sets [KH09, DKH12] -just to name a few.
In stark contrast, Schnorr randomness for noncomputable measures has remained virtually untouched. The first goal of this paper is to give a proper definition of Schnorr randomness for noncomputable measures. Our definition is based on the Levin-Gács uniform tests.
The second goal of this paper is to convince the reader that our definition is the correct one. We will do this by showing that the major theorems concerning Martin-Löf randomness for noncomputable measures also hold for (our definition of) Schnorr randomness for noncomputable measures. While many of the theorems in this paper are known to hold for Martin-Löf randomness, the Schnorr randomness versions require different arguments, using new ideas and tools from computable analysis. However, our proofs naturally extend to Martin-Löf randomness as well. In some cases, we even prove new results about Martin-Löf randomness.
1.1. Uniform verse nonuniform reasoning. There are a number of reasons that Schnorr randomness has remained less dominant up to this point. The first is historical: Martin-Löf randomness came first. (Also, much of Schnorr's work, particularly his book [Sch71] , was written in German and never translated into English.)
However, there is also another reason: Many consider Schnorr randomness to be less well behaved than Martin-Löf randomness [DH10, §7.1.2]. Generally two results are given in support of this claim:
(1) Schnorr randomness does not have a universal test.
(2) Van Lambalgen's Theorem fails for Schnorr randomness. As for the first point, Martin-Löf showed that there is one universal test t for MartinLöf randomness such that x is Martin-Löf random iff x passes t. In contrast, for every Schnorr test t there is a computable point (hence not Schnorr random) which fails t. This latter result, while an inconvenience in proofs, actually shows that Schnorr randomness is more constructive. If an a.e. theorem holds for Schnorr randomness (for example, the strong law of large numbers), then we can generally construct a computable pseudo-random object satisfying this a.e. theorem.
As for the second point, Van Lambalgen's Theorem says that a pair (x, y) is Martin-Löf random if and only if x is Martin-Löf random and y is Martin-Löf random relative to x. Whether Van Lambalgen's Theorem holds for Schnorr randomness depends on how one interprets "y is random relative to x." If we use 1 Levin [Lev76] required that uniform tests have two additional properties, called monotonicity and concavity, while Gács [Gác05] removed these conditions. The two approaches lead to different definitions of Martin-Löf µ-randomness for noncomputable measures µ. Gács's approach is now standard. a uniform test approach (similar to the Levin-Gács uniform tests) then it holds [MR13] . If we use a non-uniform relativized test approach (similar to Reimann's relativized tests) then it does not hold [Yu07] . Uniform approaches were more common in the earlier work of Martin-Löf, Levin, Schnorr, and (to a lesser degree) Van Lambalgen.
2 However, now-a-days it is more common to see nonuniform relativized test approaches. (To be fair, the distinction between uniform and nonuniform reasoning in randomness-and computability theory in general-is quite blurred. This is further exacerbated by the fact that for Martin-Löf randomness, the uniform and nonuniform approaches are equivalent. Nonetheless, one area in computability theory where the distinction between uniform and nonuniform approaches are different is the truth-table degrees and the Turing degrees. Indeed the uniform approach to Schnorr randomness was originally called truth-table Schnorr randomness [FS10] .) This paper is built on the uniform approach, and we believe this goes far in explaining why Schnorr randomness behaves the way it does. Nonetheless, we also briefly look at the nonuniform approach in Subsection 10.3.
1.2. Finite measures on computable metric spaces. In this paper, we take a general approach. Instead of working with only Cantor space, we explore randomness for all computable metric spaces. We do this because many of the most interesting applications of randomness occur in other spaces. For example, Brownian motion is best described as a probability measure on the space C([0, ∞)) which is not even a locally compact space. Moreover, the finite-dimensional vector space R d is a natural space to do analysis, and any reasonable approach to randomness should be applicable there.
Not only do we consider other spaces, but we also consider finite Borel measures which may not necessarily be probability measures. While, probability theory is mostly concerned with probability measures, other applications of measure theory rely on more general Borel measures. In particular, potential theory (which has had some recent connections with randomness [Rei08, DKH12, ABS14, MR]) uses finite Borel measures on R d .
1.3. Outline. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains background on computable analysis and computable measure theory. Most of the material can be found elsewhere. Section 3 contains a review of Schnorr and Martin-Löf randomness for computable probability measures, while Section 4 introduces our definitions of Schnorr and Martin-Löf randomness for noncomputable measures.
While our uniform test definition given in Section 4 is elegant in its simplicity, it is difficult to work with. In Section 5 we show that we may restrict our uniform test to any effectively closed set of measures, and then in Section 6 we use this fact to prove a number of basic facts about Schnorr randomness for noncomputable measures.
Randomness for noncomputable measures allows us to state and prove a number of variations of Van Lambalgen's Theorem. These variations, while useful facts in their own right, help to justify that our definition of Schnorr randomness for 2 Indeed, to the extent that Martin-Löf [ML66, §IV], Levin [Lev76] , and Schnorr [Sch71, §24] explored randomness for noncomputable measures-usually Bernoulli measures-their approaches were uniform. One of the two (equivalent) approaches to relative randomness in Van Lambalgen [vL90, Def. 5.6 ] is also uniform. noncomputable measures is the correct one. In Section 7 we state and prove Van Lambalgen's Theorem for noncomputable product measures. In particular, we characterize which pairs (x, y) are random for a noncomputable product measure µ ⊗ ν. In Section 8 we state and prove Van Lambalgen's Theorem for a more general class of measures on a product space, namely measures given by a probability measure and a kernel κ. In this paper, we only consider continuous kernels, but with more work we could prove a similar theorem for measurable kernels.
In Section 9, we turn to measure preserving maps T : (X, µ) → (Y, ν), proving a number of results relating the randomness on the space (X, µ) to the space (Y, ν). This relates to the randomness preservation theorems and no-randomness-fromnothing theorems which can be found in other papers. In particular, we prove the following quite general result: Given a continuous measure-preserving map T : (X, µ) → (Y, ν), the following are equivalent:
(1) x is µ-random relative to T , and y = T (x).
(2) y is ν-random relative to the pair (T, µ), and x is µ(· | T = y) random relative to the triple (T, µ, y).
This theorem-which is new for both Schnorr and Martin-Löf randomness, as well as for both computable and noncomputable measures-lets us easily pass between randomness for (X, µ) and randomness for (Y, ν). Despite the theorems proved so far, we still need to show that our definition is practical when relativizing Schnorr randomness results to noncomputable measures. There are two obstacles we must overcome. Many results for Schnorr randomness require reasoning which is not uniform in the measure µ, but is uniform in a name for the measure. (A common example is that every probability space can be decomposed into regions with null boundary, which makes the space look and act like Cantor space. However, this decomposition is only uniformly computable in a name for the measure, not uniform computable in the measure itself.) The second problem is that our definition of Schnorr randomness relies on integral tests, while a more typical type of test used in Schnorr randomness is a sequential test (commonly just called a Schnorr test). We handle these issues in Section 10. Firstly, we show in Theorem 10.2 that it does not matter if we use tests which are uniform in the measure, or uniform in the Cauchy name for the measure. This result is similar to that of Day and Miller [DM13] for Martin-Löf randomness except that our proof is different and more general. Their proof neither works for Schnorr randomness nor noncompact spaces, while our proof works for both. Secondly, we show how one can use Theorem 10.2 to relativize the usual sequential test proof that Schnorr randomness is stronger than Kurtz randomness. Thirdly, we give a sequential test characterization of Schnorr randomness for noncomputable measures.
In Section 11, we address some alternate possible definitions of Schnorr randomness for noncomputable measures. The first is a nonuniform approach. We show this has less desirable properties. The second is a martingale definition of Schnorr and Fuchs. We show this is a "blind definition" which does not use any computability theoretic properties of the measure. The third is a uniform sequential test definition of Hoyrup. We give Hoyrup's unpublished result that all uniform sequential tests (of a certain type) are trivial-justifying the integral test approach we take in this paper.
Last, we end with Section 12 which contains discussion, open questions, and further directions. This relatively small paper does not come close to addressing all the topics which have been investigated regarding Martin-Löf randomness for noncomputable measures. There is still a lot of work to do and open questions to answer.
Computable analysis and computable measure theory
As for notation, we denote the space of infinite binary sequences (Cantor space) as {0, 1}
N and the finite binary strings as {0, 1} * . For a string σ ∈ {0, 1} * the cylinder set of sequences extending that string is denoted [σ] . The same conventions will be used for the space of infinite sequences of numbers N N (Baire space).
2.1. Computable analysis. We assume the reader is familiar with computability theory in the countable spaces N, Q, N × N, and {0, 1} * , as well as the uncountable spaces {0, 1}
N and N N -as can be found in a standard computability theory text, e.g. [Soa87] . Also, we assume some familiarity with computability theory on R (e.g. [BHW08] ). In particular, a function f : N → R is computable if there is a computable map g :
and such that f (n) = lim i g(n, i) for all n. Definition 2.1. A computable metric space X = (X, d, (x i ) i∈N ) is a complete separable metric space (X, d) along with a dense sequence of points x i ∈ X, such that (i, j) → d(x i , x j ) is computable. We refer to the points x i as basic points, the rational open balls B with basic point centers as basic open balls, and the rational closed balls B with basic point centers as basic closed balls. As for notation, we will write, say, x ∈ X and A ⊆ X instead of the more pedantic x ∈ X and A ⊆ X.
A Cauchy name for y ∈ X is a function h ∈ N N satisfying
. A point y ∈ X is computable if it has a computable Cauchy name.
The spaces N, {0, 1} N , N N , [0, ∞), and R are all computable metric spaces. If X and Y are computable metric spaces then so are X × Y, X N , etc.
Remark 2.2. Every computable metric space is a Polish space (a complete separable metric space). As in Polish space theory, we are concerned with the metric on the space X, only in so far as it generates a certain computable topological structure on X. Two computable metric spaces X and Y are equivalent in this sense if there is a computable homeomorphism between the spaces-that is computable maps (see below) f : X → Y and g : Y → X which are inverses of each other. Equivalent spaces have the same effectively open sets, the same computable points, and the same computable maps. Moreover, our definition of Schnorr randomness will be equivalent for equivalent spaces (as will be evident from Proposition 9.3). For all intents and purposes, we consider two equivalent computable metric spaces to be the same. Therefore, when we say, e.g., that X × Y is a computable metric space, we mean under any of the standard metrics that generates the product topology (e.g.
and any standard choice of basic points. Definition 2.3. Let X and Y be computable metric spaces.
where A is a computable set of basic open balls (i.e. fix a standard enumeration of all basic open balls, and consider a computable set A ⊆ N of the indices).
•
for a computable function g : N × X → R. (We will often write g(n, x) as g n (x) and call (g n ) n∈N a computable sequence of computable functions.) Similarly, define upper semicomputable functions f :
The basic continuous operations of analysis-min, max, +, ·, etc.-are all computable and the composition of computable functions is computable. Also a function f : X → R is computable if and only if it is both upper and lower semicomputable.
2.2. Computable measure theory. We assume the reader has some basic familiarity with analysis, including measure theory and probability, e.g. [Tao11, Bil95] . Much of the material in this section is known and can be found in Bienvenu, Gács, Hoyrup, Rojas, Shen [BGH + 11, §2,5,7]. Measure theory is an abstract theory involving set theory and σ-algebras, much of which is not obviously compatible with computability theory. Instead of working with an abstract measure space (X, F , µ), it is sufficient for much of work-a-day analysis and probability theory to restrict our attention to Borel measures on a Polish space. We always will assume X is a Polish space and F is B(X), the Borel σ-algebra of X. Therefore, we write (X, µ) instead of (X, B(X), µ). Moreover, we will also assume µ is finite. That is, µ(X) < ∞. We denote the space of finite Borel measures on X by M(X) and the space of probability measures as M 1 (X).
To understand the computability of finite Borel measures, it is helpful to think about it from a functional analysis point of view. Let C b (X) denote the space of bounded continuous functions f : X → R. This is a normed vector space under the sup norm f = sup x∈X |f (x)|. Now, every finite Borel measure µ gives rise to a positive bounded linear operator T :
→ R is a positive bounded linear operator, then it is given by f → f dµ for some measure µ.
However, it is sufficient to only consider the operator on a countable family of functions. Consider the following enumerable sets of computable functions.
Definition 2.4. For a computable metric space X, define F 0 (X) to be the set of basic bump functions f x,r,s : X → R (where x is an basic point, r, s ∈ Q + , and r < s) given by
.
Define E b (X) to be F 0 (X) ∪ {1} closed under max, min, and rational linear combinations. Call these basic functions. Fix a natural enumeration of E b (X). Every function in E b (X) is bounded and its bounds are computable from the index for the function.
Definition 2.5. If X is a computable metric space, then for the spaces M 1 (X) and M(X) we will adopt the following computable metric space structure (see Kallenberg [Kal83, 15.7 .7]):
• The metric is
where (f i ) i∈N is the enumeration of the basic functions E b (X).
• The basic points are measures of the form q 1 δ x1 +. . .+q n δ xn where q j ∈ Q + , x j is an basic point of X (resp. Y), and δ xj is the Dirac measure (the probability measure with unit mass concentrated on x j ). For M 1 (X), we also require q 1 + . . . + q n = 1.
The topologies on these metric spaces are the ones associated with weak convergence of measures. For
Despite the above foundational matters, the only properties we need of M 1 (X) and M(X) are that they are computable metric spaces and that they satisfy the following lemmas.
Lemma 2.6. Let A and X be computable metric spaces. Any map a → µ a of type A → M(X) (resp. A → M 1 (X)) is computable if and only if a, i → f i (x) dµ a (x) is computable (where (f i ) i∈N are the basic functions used in Definition 2.5).
Proof. This follows from Definition 2.5 and the fact that f i (x) dν(x) is uniformly computable in ν and i for basic measures ν = q 1 δ x1 + . . . + q n δ xn . This next lemma can be viewed as a computable version of the Portmanteau Theorem in probability theory.
Lemma 2.7 (Computable Portmanteau Theorem). Let X be a computable metric space.
(1) The map µ → g(µ, x) dµ(x) is lower (resp. upper) semicomputable for any lower semicomputable function g :
. These results also hold for M 1 (X) in place of M(X).
Proof. Approximate the integrand or set with basic functions from below ((1) and (2)), from above (3), or from both below and above (4). Then apply Lemma 2.6.
Using the previous two lemmas, one can show that the metric we put on M 1 (X) is equivalent to more well-known computable metrics such as the Wasserstein metric or the Levy-Prokhorov metric. (See Hoyrup and Rojas [HR09c, §4] .)
Define the norm of a measure µ as µ := 1 dµ. The Computable Portmanteau Theorem tells us that the map µ → µ is computable.
Schnorr randomness for computable measures
Martin-Löf randomness [ML66] and Schnorr randomness [Sch70] were both originally characterized via "sequential tests." The sequential tests characterizing MartinLöf randomness (originally referred to as just "sequential tests") are now usually referred to as Martin-Löf tests. The ones for Schnorr randomness (originally referred to as "total sequential tests") are now usually referred to as Schnorr tests. We will adopt the more explicit terminology "Martin-Löf/Schnorr sequential test." 3 Definition 3.1. Assume µ is a computable probability measure on
Define Martin-Löf sequential µ-test and Martin-Löf µ-randomness analogously, except omit condition (2).
Levin Define Martin-Löf integral µ-test analogously, except omit condition (2). Levin [Lev76] showed that Martin-Löf integral µ-tests characterize Martin-Löf µ-randomness.
Definition 3.4. Assume µ is a computable probability measure on X. A Kurtz µ-test is an effectively closed set P ⊆ X such that µ(P ) = 0. A point x ∈ X is Kurtz µ-random if x / ∈ P for all Kurtz tests P .
It is well known that Martin-Löf µ-random implies Schnorr µ-random implies Kurtz µ-random and that for many (but not all) measures µ these implications are strict. For more background on randomness, the standard books are [DH10, Nie09, LV08] . However, these books take place in the setting of computable measures on Cantor space. For a more general setting, closer to our own, we recommend the comprehensive paper by Bienvenu, Gács, Hoyrup, Rojas, and Shen [BGH + 11] and the lecture notes by Gács [Gác] .
Schnorr randomness for noncomputable measures
Levin [Lev76] extended Martin-Löf randomness (on Cantor space) to noncomputable probability measures by using a uniform test-that is a single test which combines tests for every measure. However, the uniform tests we use are a modification due to Gács [Gác05] . Also, Gács [Gác05] 
(1) t(a, µ, x) dµ(x) < ∞ for all µ ∈ M(X) and a ∈ A and (2) the map a, µ → t(a, µ, x) dµ(x) is a computable map of type A × M(X) → R. Given µ ∈ M(X) and a ∈ A, a point x ∈ X is uniformly Schnorr µ-random relative to the oracle a (x ∈ SR a µ ) if t(a, µ, x) < ∞ for every Schnorr integral test t. (If the oracle a is computable, we just write SR µ .)
The concepts of uniform Martin-Löf integral test and Martin-Löf µ-randomness relative to the oracle a (MLR a µ ) are defined analogously, except omit condition (2). This definition of a uniform Kurtz µ-randomness is also new. Definition 4.2. Say that a uniform Kurtz test is an effectively closed set P ⊆ A × M(X) × X such that for all a ∈ A and µ ∈ M(X), the set P a µ := {x ∈ X : (a, µ, x) ∈ P } has µ-measure 0. Say that x 0 ∈ X is uniformly Kurtz µ 0 -random relative to the oracle a 0 (x 0 ∈ KR a0 µ0 ) if x 0 / ∈ P a0 µ0 for all uniform Kurtz tests P . Remark 4.3. We say x is "uniformly Schnorr µ-random relative to the oracle a" to emphasize that we are using a test which is uniform in both the measure µ and the oracle a. This terminology is adapted from Miyabe and Rute [MR13] where they discuss Schnorr randomness uniformly relative to an oracle (previously studied by Franklin and Stephan [FS10] under the name truth-table Schnorr randomness). (See Definition 6.3.) There is also a non-uniform version of Schnorr randomness for noncomputable measures which we briefly discuss in Subsection 11.1, but we believe the uniform definition is the correct one. For Martin-Löf randomness, there is no distinction between the uniform and nonuniform definitions.
Notation 4.4. Rather then writing t(a, µ, x), we will write the more compact t a µ (x). That is, the superscript is the oracle, the subscript is the measure, and the argument is the point being tested. The same goes for the notation x ∈ SR a µ . To match our new notation t a µ (x), we will write (and think about) a uniform Schnorr integral test as a computable family of tests {t
Another convention is that when we write multiple oracles separated by commas, e.g. x ∈ SR a,b µ , we mean that x is Schnorr µ-random uniformly relative to the pair (a, b) ∈ A × B. (This will be justified by Proposition 6.6.) Both these conventions will help when we use measures as oracles later.
We give a few basic results here, however, most must wait until we have developed some tools.
We delay showing that SR a µ ⊆ KR a µ (Proposition 10.7) until we have more tools. The one special measure in M(X) is the zero measure µ = 0 such that µ(A) = 0 for all measurable sets A.
is computable by Lemma 2.7 and nonnegative, its inverse is lower semicomputable, even at
Tests restricted to closed sets of measures
In order to prove even the most basic properties about our new definition of Schnorr randomness for noncomputable measures, we will need a more flexible notion of uniform integral test.
Definition 5.1. Let A and X be computable metric spaces and let K ⊆ A × M(X) be effectively closed (i.e. Π 0 1 ). A uniform Schnorr integral test restricted to K is a computably indexed family of lower semicomputable functions {t
Remark 5.2. If there are no pairs (a, µ) ∈ K where µ is the zero measure 0, we can normalize our uniform integral test {t a µ } (a,µ)∈K by replacing it with
Then, s a µ dµ = 1 for all (a, µ) ∈ K and s is bounded below by a computable function g(a, µ, x) > 0. Call such an integral test normalized.
The goal of this section is to prove that these more general uniform Schnorr integral tests characterize Schnorr randomness for noncomputable measures and oracles.
Theorem 5.3. Let A and X be computable metric spaces and let K ⊆ A × M(X) be effectively closed. For all (a, µ) ∈ K, x ∈ SR a µ if and only if t a µ (x) < ∞ for all uniform Schnorr integral tests {t a µ } (a,µ)∈K restricted to K (as in Definition 5.1). We will give a proof of Theorem 5.3 below after providing two lemmas in computable analysis. Before we give those lemmas let us provide a proof sketch of the left-to-right direction of Theorem 5.3. Assume t a0 µ0 (x 0 ) = ∞ for some uniform
µ0 . It is easy to extend t a µ to a lower semicomputable functiont a µ outside of K, but it is more challenging to guarantee that a, µ → t a µ (x) dµ(x) remains computable. To do this, we can break up t a µ into a supremum of bounded continuous functions {f n;a µ } n∈N,(a,µ)∈K which are increasing in n such that t a µ = sup n f n;a µ and f n;a µ (x) dµ(x) = 1 − 2 −n . Using a computable version of the Tietze Extension Theorem (Lemma 5.5 below) we can naturally extend f n;a µ to values of (a, µ) outside K. This, however, may change the integral of f n;a µ . Since f n;a µ is bounded and continuous, its integral is computable and we can rescale the extension of f n;a µ to get a new function g n;a µ with the desired integral. Finally, we construct the extension of t a µ to bet a µ = sup n g n;a µ . We have that t a µ (x) dµ(x) = 1 as desired. The actually proof is more complicated for two reasons. Firstly, when rescaling we need to avoid division by zero. Secondly, it is nontrivial to find the functions f n;a µ described above. To do this we need to approximate t a µ from below not with a discrete sequence of functions f n;a µ , but instead with a continuous family f r;a µ (r ∈ [0, 1)) such that t a µ = sup n f r;a µ and f r;a µ (x) dµ(x) = r. This next lemma shows that such a continuous approximation is computable.
We may assume h(n, a, µ, x) ≤ n by replacing it with min{n, h(n, a, µ, x)}. Now define f by interpolation (where ⌊r⌋ denotes the greatest integer ≤ r),
Since f (r, a, µ, x) is computable and
is lower semicomputable. By Lemma 2.7, t a µ (x)−g(a, µ, x) dµ and g(a, µ, x) dµ are both lower semicomputable in (a, µ) ∈ K. Moreover, these integrals are computable since they are lower semicomputable and their sum is computable. Therefore, there is some
The Tietze Extension Theorem is an important tool in analysis. The following is a computable version.
Lemma 5.5 (Computable Tietze Extension Theorem [Wei01, Thm. 19]). If X is a computable metric space, K ⊆ X is effectively closed, and f : K → R is computable, then we can effectively extend f to a computable functionf : X → R such that sup x∈Xf (x) = sup x∈K f (x) and inf x∈Xf (x) = inf x∈K f (x). Now we prove Theorem 5.3. So it is a bijection.) Now, the inverse map I −1 (r, a, µ) such that I(I −1 (r, a, µ), a, µ) = r for r ∈ [0, 1) is also computable. So we consider the function g :
Then t a µ = sup{g(r, a, µ, x) : r ∈ [0, 1)} and g(r, a, µ, x) dµ(x) = r. To avoid division by zero, instead of t a µ and g(r, a, µ, x) we will consider the consider the lower semicomputable function s a µ = µ t a µ + 1 and the computable function h(r, a, µ, x) = µ g(r, a, µ, x) + r.
So s a µ = sup{h(r, a, µ, x) : r ∈ [0, 1)} and h(r, a, µ, x) dµ = 2 µ r. We still have that s 
(Technically, one applies the Computable Tietze Extension Theorem to h(r, a, µ, x) − r to get a nonnegative extension. Then add r.) Last, normalizeh(r, a, µ, x) to get
Basic properties of Schnorr randomness for noncomputable measures
Armed with Theorem 5.3, it is easy to show some basic results about Schnorr randomness for noncomputable measures. In this section, A and X will denote computable metric spaces, a and x will denote points in A and X respectively (where a is used as an oracle), and µ will denote a measure in M(X).
Firstly, and most importantly, our new definition of Schnorr randomness agrees with Schnorr randomness for computable probability measures.
Proposition 6.1. If µ ∈ M 1 (X) and a ∈ A are computable, then x ∈ SR a µ if and only if x is Schnorr µ-random (in the original sense of Definition 3.1).
Proof. Let K be the effectively closed singleton set {(a, µ)}. A uniform Schnorr integral test over K (Definition 5.1) is the same as a Schnorr integral µ-test (Definition 3.2). Now apply Theorem 5.3 to Miyabe's Schnorr integral test characterization (Proposition 3.3) of Schnorr µ-randomness.
Notice, in Definition 4.1 that we defined the uniform Schnorr integral µ-tests to be of type t : A × M(X) × X → [0, ∞). This next proposition says that we could we can replace M(X) in the definition with M 1 (X) to get the same definition of randomness.
Proposition 6.2. If µ is a probability measure, then SR µ (using M 1 (X)) is the same as SR µ (using M(X)).
Proof. Note that M 1 (X) is an effectively closed subspace of M(X). Now apply Theorem 5.3. While Schnorr randomness for noncomputable measures is new, Schnorr randomness for noncomputable oracles has already been given a lot of attention-at least when the oracles are in {0, 1}
N and the measure is the fair coin measure λ. 
N . Say that x 0 is Schnorr λ-random uniformly relative to a 0 (or x 0 is a 0 truth-table Schnorr λ-random) if and only if t a0 (x) < ∞ for all uniformly computable families {t a } a∈{0,1} N of lower semicomputable functions where t a dλ = 1 for all a.
4 As a technical detail we need thatĥ is still continuous and computable at µ = 0. To avoid the issues of dividing by 0 in (5.1), do the following. By our assumption above, there is a basic closed ball B ⊆ M(X) containing 0 such that K ∩ (A × B) = ∅. Before applying the Computable Tietze Extension Theorem, define h for µ ∈ B to be h(r, a, µ, x) = 2r. Then apply the Computable Tietze Extension Theorem (Lemma 5.5) to h : [0, 1) × (K ∪ B) × X → [0, ∞) to geth. In the neighborhood around µ = 0,h(r, a, µ, x) = 2r andĥ(r, a, µ, x) = 2r by (5.1). We explicitly set h(r, a, 0, x) = 2r. This ensures thatĥ is computable, even at µ = 0.
Proposition 6.4. For x, a ∈ {0, 1} N , x ∈ SR a λ if and only if x is Schnorr random uniformly relative to a as in Definition 6.3.
Proof. Apply Theorem 5.3 where K is the effectively closed set {(a, µ) : a ∈ {0, 1} N , µ = λ}.
One would like to say that an oracle b is more powerful than an oracle a if "b computes a." However, for Schnorr randomness, this does not work.
5 Instead, we use the following uniform reducibility.
Definition 6.5. Let A and B be computable metric spaces. Say that a ∈ A uniformly computes b ∈ B iff there is an effectively closed set K ⊆ A and a computable map f : K → A such that f (a) = b. Say a and b are uniformly equicomputable if each uniformly computes the other.
It is easy to see that when A = 2 N and B ∈ {2 N , N N } then a uniformly computes b if and only if a truth-table computes b. Our definition of uniform computation is well-suited to Schnorr randomness as this next proposition shows.
Proposition 6.6. Let µ ∈ M(X), a ∈ A, and b ∈ B. Assume (a, µ) uniformly computes b as in the previous definition. Then
µ0 . We conjecture that the converse to Proposition 6.6 also holds, showing that uniform computability (as in Definition 6.5) is precisely the reducibility arising from uniform Schnorr randomness. Specifically, one would need to answer this next question positively.
Question 6.7. Assume a ∈ A does not uniformly compute b ∈ B (as in Definition 6.5). Is there a finite Borel measure µ on a space X such that SR
Recall the support of µ, denoted supp µ, is the smallest closed set of full µ-measure. Equivalently, supp µ = {x ∈ X : ∀r > 0 µ(B(x, r)) > 0}.
Then there is some basic open ball B ⊆ X around x 0 such that µ 0 (B) = 0. This ball is effectively open. Let K be the effectively closed set {µ : µ(B) = 0} (which is effectively closed since µ → µ(B) is lower semicomputable by Lemma 2.7). Let {t µ } µ∈K be the uniform Schnorr integral test on K given by
There are x, y ∈ {0, 1} N such that x ≡ T y and x ∈ SR Then t µ is lower semicomputable and t µ dµ = 0 for all µ ∈ K, but t µ0 (x 0 ) = ∞.
Proposition 6.9. Let X be a computable metric space and assume µ ∈ M(X). Then x ∈ SR µ if and only if µ = 0 and x ∈ SR µ µ/ µ . Proof. We have already handled the zero measure in Proposition 4.6. The rest follows from Proposition 6.6 since µ and ( µ , µ/ µ ) are uniformly equicomputable as in Definition 6.5.
By this last proposition, there is not much loss in restricting our attention to probability measures, which we will mostly do in the rest of the paper.
Schnorr randomness on noncomputable product measures
An important result in algorithmic randomness is Van Lambalgen's Theorem, which characterizes when a pair (x, y) can be random for a product measure µ ⊗ ν. In this section, let µ and ν be probability measures on X and Y, respectively. Since M 1 (X) and M 1 (Y) are computable metric spaces, we can also treat µ and ν as oracles.
Recall that µ ⊗ ν denotes the product measure on X × Y characterized by the equation
Every product measure satisfies Fubini's Theorem, which states that for a µ ⊗ ν-integrable function f , ν . We will show that Van Lambalgen's Theorem holds for Schnorr randomness (as defined in Definition 4.1).
6 Our proof generalizes that in Miyabe [Miy11] and in Miyabe and Rute [MR13] (both of which concern Van Lambalgen's Theorem for Schnorr randomness with respect to the fair coin measure λ on {0, 1} N ). Before proving the theorem, we need this analytic lemma. (The reader familiar with measure theory will note this is a computable version of a special case of Luzin's Theorem.) 6 We caution the reader that other papers and books say that Van Lambalgen's theorem does not hold for Schnorr randomness. That is because those papers and books use the non-uniformly relativized version which we discuss more in subsection 11.1.
Proof. There is no loss in assuming that t Therefore, we can compute a partial inverse map
Then t 
In particular, for n = ⌊s⌋ we have that n ≥ m and
Since m is arbitrary, there exists infinitely many n that
Now, consider the sum
Then u a µ is lower semicomputable and u a0 µ0 (x 0 ) = ∞. Also by the Monotone Convergence Theorem we can compute the integral of u a µ to be
µ0 . This prove the lemma. 
and where s µ⊗ν is given by
We have that {s ρ } ρ∈P is a uniform Schnorr integral test, since s µ⊗ν (x, y) is lower semicomputable in µ ⊗ ν, x, y (Lemma 2.7), and since Fubini's Theorem gives us
Since P is effectively closed, and s µ0⊗ν0 (x 0 , y 0 ) = ∞, by Theorem 5.3 we have
Proof of ⇐. Fix x 0 , y 0 , µ 0 , ν 0 . We show the contrapositive. Assume (x 0 , y 0 ) / ∈ SR µ0⊗ν0 and x 0 ∈ SR ν0 µ0 . Then there is a normalized uniform Schnorr integral test {t ρ } ρ∈M1(X×Y) such that t µ0⊗ν0 (x 0 , y 0 ) = ∞. (Hence t ρ (x, y) . Thereforeŝ µ0,x0 ν0
By symmetry, we instantly have the following corollary.
Corollary 7.4. Let X and Y be computable metric spaces. Let µ ∈ M 1 (X) and
ν and x ∈ SR ν,y µ ). We can also easily extend Theorem 7.3 and its proof to include an oracle a. Instead we can move the oracle into the measure by considering the Dirac measure δ a (δ a ({a}) = 1 and δ a (X {a}) = 0). 
Formula (8.1) extends to integrals,
Here (µ * κ)(dxdy), κ(dy | x), and µ(dx) are, respectively, alternate notations for d(µ * κ)(x, y), dκ(· | x)(y), and dµ(x). Using Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7 and equation (8.2) it is easy to see that µ * κ is computable uniformly from µ and κ.
Definition 8.1. Let X, Y, and A be computable metric spaces and let K ⊆ A × M 1 (X) be an effectively closed subset. We will refer to a computable map κ : K × X → M 1 (Y) as a uniformly computable family of continuous kernels and denote it as {κ Given any ρ ∈ M 1 (X × Y), we can uniformly compute the marginal measure ρ X given by ρ X (A) = ρ(A × Y). Also, if ρ = µ * κ then ρ X = µ. Therefore, the following is an effectively closed subset of A × M 1 (X × Y), 
Since P is effectively closed and s Remark 8.4. We have only considered the case of continuous kernels κ. In general, every probability measure ρ on X×Y can be decomposed into a probability measure ρ X on X (called the marginal probability measure) and a (not necessarily continuous) kernel κ : X → M 1 (Y) (called the conditional probability). The conditional probability is sometimes denoted ρ(· | ·) where ρ(B | x) = κ(B | x).
Even when ρ is computable, the conditional probability ρ(· | ·) In general, one would like to show that for any probability measure ρ on X × Y that the following holds, 
Schnorr randomness and measure-preserving maps
In this section we explore how Schnorr randomness behaves along measurepreserving maps. The main theorem is another version of Van Lambalgen's Theorem. In this section, let X and Y be computable metric spaces, and let µ be a probability measure on X. Let T : X → Y be a measurable map. Then the pushforward measure µ T is the probability measure given by µ T (B) = µ(T −1 (A)). This 7 Specially, we want C(X, M 1 (Y)) to have a computable metric space structure such that the evaluation map eval : formula extends to the following change of basis formula,
Definition 9.1. Let X, Y, and A be computable metric spaces and let K ⊆ A × M 1 (X) be a Π 0 1 subset. We will refer to a computable map T : K × X → Y as a uniformly computable family of continuous maps and denote it as {T a µ : X → Y} (a,µ)∈K where T a µ denotes the map x → T (a, µ, x). Note that the map a, µ → µ T a µ is computable (using Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7 and with the change of basis formula (9.1)).
This next proposition concerns randomness conservation which is an important topic in its own right [HR09b, BP12, Rut16] . If µ is a computable measure, T : X → Y is a computable map, and x ∈ SR µ , then T (x) ∈ SR µT [BP12, Thm. 4.1]. This next proposition generalizes this fact to a family of continuous maps.
Proposition 9.2 (Randomness conservation).
Let A, X, and Y be computable metric spaces. Let K ⊆ A×M 1 (X) be an effectively closed subset and let {T a µ : X → Y} (a,µ)∈K be a uniformly computable family of continuous maps as in Definition 9.1. Then for all (a, µ) ∈ K and x ∈ X,
Proof. a0 µ0 (x))} is a closed set of µ 0 -measure one, so this set contains the support of µ 0 , and by Proposition 6.8 also contains x 0 . Now, we show how one can modify Van Lambalgen's Theorem for kernels (Theorem 8.2) to give a useful result about randomness along continuous maps.
For each measurable map T : X → Y, there is a corresponding map y → µ(· | T = y), referred to as the conditional probability of T , which is a measurable map of type Y → M 1 (X) (so it is a kernel). It is the unique such map (up to ν-a.s. equivalence) satisfying the property
for measurable sets A ⊆ X and B ⊆ Y. Consider the space Y × X and the measurable map (T, id X ) : X → Y × X given by x → (T (x), x). Let µ (T,id X ) denote the pushforward of µ along (T, id X ). (So µ (T,id X ) is a probability measure on Y × X which is supported on the inverted graph of T .) Now for B ⊆ Y and A ⊆ X we have that
Comparing this to equation (8.1) we have that
where µ(· | T = ·) denotes the kernel y → µ(· | T = y). Now, we can apply our Van Lambalgen's Theorem for kernels (Theorem 8.2) to get the following version of Van Lambalgen's Theorem for maps (where the conditional probability is continuous.)
Theorem 9.4. Let A, X and Y be computable metric spaces. Let K ⊆ A × M 1 (X) be an effectively closed subset and let {T a µ : X → Y} (a,µ)∈K be a uniformly computable family of continuous maps as in Definition 9.1. Moreover, assume that the conditional probability map a, µ, y → µ(· | T a µ = y) is a computable map of type K × Y → M 1 (X). For (a, µ) ∈ K, x ∈ X and y ∈ Y the following are equivalent:
(1) x ∈ SR We instantly get the following corollary.
Corollary 9.5. Let A, X and Y be computable metric spaces. Let K ⊆ A × M 1 (X) be effectively closed and let {T a µ : X → Y} (a,µ)∈K be a uniformly computable family of continuous maps as in Definition 9.1. Moreover, assume that the conditional probability map a, µ, y → µ(· | T a µ = y) is a computable map of type K × Y → M 1 (X). For (a, µ) ∈ K, x ∈ X and y ∈ Y the following both hold:
(
(2) (No-randomness-from-nothing) If y ∈ SR a,µ µT , then there exists some x ∈ SR a µ such that T a µ (x) = y. The first item is a weaker version of the randomness conservation result given in Proposition 9.2. In Proposition 9.2 we did not require that the conditional probability be computable in any sense.
However, for the the second item, also known as no randomness ex nihilo, the condition that a, µ, y → µ(· | T a µ = y) is computable is basically necessary. Indeed, Rute [Rut16, Thm. 25] constructed a computable λ-measure-preserving map T : {0, 1} N → {0, 1} N for which no-randomness-from-nothing fails for Schnorr randomness. 9 8 To apply Proposition 9.3, notice that the computable projection map π X : Y × X → X given by
. Now consider the following table where the symbols to the left of are those used in Proposition 9.3 and the ones to the right are the corresponding values in this proof:
Also, use (a, µ) as the oracle instead of just a. Then we have the following where the second equivalence follows from Proposition 9.3:
9 As a technical point, Rute's map is almost-everywhere computable (so the map is partial), but it can be modified to be a total computable map T : X → {0, 1} N by letting X = dom T . (One must use a computable version of Alexandrov's Theorem-that every Π 0 2 subspace of a Polish space is Polish-to show that X is a computable metric space, and one must show that λ ↾ X is still a computable measure on X with the same Schnorr randoms as λ on {0, 1} N .)
Here is an application of Corollary 9.5. Example 9.6 (Schnorr random Brownian motion). Let P denote the Wiener measure on C ([0, 1]) , that is the measure of Brownian motion. Consider the map T : ω → ω(1) which sends each Brownian motion path ω ∈ C([0, 1]) to its value at 1. Randomness conservation (Proposition 9.2) tells us that if ω is a Schnorr random Brownian motion, then ω(1) is Schnorr random for the Gaussian distribution on R. (This is easily seen to be equivalent to ω(1) being Schnorr random for the Lebesgue measure on R.)
However, now we have the tools to prove the converse direction (which remained open until now). Assume a ∈ R is Schnorr random for the Gaussian distribution. We wish to find some Schnorr random Brownian motion ω such that ω(1) = a. The conditional probability P(· | T = a) is the probability distribution associated with being a Brownian motion path ω which satisfies ω(1) = a. Such an object is called a Brownian bridge ending at level a. Moreover the probability measure P(· | T = a) is uniformly computable in a since it is just the pushforward of P along the computable map ω → (ω(t) − ω(1)t + at) 0≤t≤1 which transforms any Brownian motion path ω into a Brownian bridge ending at level a (see equation (4) in Pitman [Pit99] ). Therefore, by Corollary 9.5, there is some Schnorr random Brownian motion ω such that ω(1) = a. More generally, Theorem 9.4 tells us a Schnorr random Brownian motion ω is exactly composed of a Schnorr random a (for ω(1)) and a Schnorr random Brownian bridge ending at level a (for the rest of ω).
Remark 9.7. The results in this section are not as practical as they could be because we assume T and y → µ(· | T = y) are both continuous. There are many natural examples where one or both of these maps is discontinuous.
For example, the map T : 2 N → [0, 1] which maps a binary sequence x ∈ 2 N to its maximum initial frequency of 1s, T (x) = max n 1 n k<n x k , is not continuous. Also, the "time inversion of Brownian motion" ω(t) → 1 t ω(1/t) is a well-known isomorphism from the Wiener measure onto itself, but it is not continuous as a map of type C([0, ∞)) → C([0, ∞)). (Specifically, if ξ(t) = tω(1/t) then ξ(0) = lim t→0 tω(1/t) = 0 almost surely, but the modulus of continuity of ξ near 0 is not continuous in ω. It depends on the rate of convergence of lim t→0 tω(1/t).) Last, consider the projection map S : {0, 1} × 2 N × 2 N → 2 N which maps (n, x 0 , x 1 ) → x n . This map is clearly continuous, and even computable. However, let µ be the measure µ 1 ⊗µ 2 ⊗µ 3 where µ 1 is a uniform measure on {0, 1}, µ 2 is the fair coin measure, and µ 3 is a Bernoulli measure with weight 1/3. We claim the conditional probability map y → µ(· | S = y) is not continuous as follows. Given y ∈ 2 N , the conditional probability measure µ(· | S = y) would almost surely have to be concentrated on {0}×2 N ×2 N if lim n 1 n k<n y k = 1/2 and on {1}×2 N ×2 N if lim n 1 n k<n y k = 1/3. However, y → lim n 1 n k<n y k is not a continuous map. Nonetheless, it should be possible to generalize the results in this section to measurable maps and measurable conditional probabilities (including the examples just mentioned). However, just as with Remark 8.4, this project is beyond the scope of this paper.
Remark 9.8. If C(X, Y) and C(Y, M 1 (X)) are both computable metric spaces (which usually requires that X and Y be effectively locally compact), then we can use continuous maps T and µ(· | T = ·) as oracles avoiding the need for uniform families of continuous maps. For example, Theorem 9.4 says the following are equivalent:
(1) x ∈ SR T,µ(·|T =·) µ and y = T (x).
(2) y ∈ SR µ,T,µ(·|T =·) µT and x ∈ SR µ,T,µ(·|T =·),y µ(·|T =y) . Remark 9.9. All the theorems in this section hold for Martin-Löf randomness as well. To our knowledge Theorem 8.2 for Martin-Löf randomness is a new result-although it is not quite as useful in the Martin-Löf randomness case since no-randomness-from-nothing (the second conclusion of Corollary 9.5) holds for Martin-Löf randomness without any computability assumptions on the conditional probability µ(· | T = ·). So far we have shown our definition of Schnorr randomness for noncomputable measures enjoys the properties one would want in such a randomness notion. However, the fact remains that our definition is difficult to work with for two reasons:
(1) Many randomness results for arbitrary measures and arbitrary spaces require reasoning which is not uniform in the measure-but is uniform in the Cauchy names for the measure. (2) Many results for Schnorr randomness in the literature use sequential tests or martingale tests, while our definition relies on integral tests. We will address both of these problems in this section. First we give a characterization of Schnorr randomness for noncomputable measures where we only require uniformity in the Cauchy names for the measure and the oracle. Then we apply this to give sequential test and martingale test characterizations of Schnorr randomness. We also apply this to show that, for noncomputable measures, Schnorr randomness is still stronger than Kurtz randomness.
These results (and their proofs) suggest that most results for Schnorr randomness can be relativized. 10.1. Randomness relative to the name for the measure. The key to overcoming our two major difficulties is to consider randomness, not relative to the measure, but relative to a name for the measure. This has already been done for Martin-Löf randomness. This approach originated in work of Reimann [Rei08, §2.6] and Reimann and Slaman [RS15, §3.1]. They defined x ∈ {0, 1} N to be Martin-Löf µ-random if there is some Cauchy name h for µ such that x / ∈ n U n for all sequential µ-tests (U n ) n∈N computable from h. Day and Miller [DM13, Thm. 1.6] showed that this definition is equivalent to the Levin-Gács definition using uniform tests (as in Section 4). (1) x ∈ MLR µ .
(2) x ∈ MLR h µ for some Cauchy name h ∈ N N for µ.
The reason this result is not trivial is that there are measures µ for which µ cannot compute any of its Cauchy names. In other words, µ has no Cauchy name of least Turing degree. (See Day and Miller [DM13] for discussion.)
Here we give a similar result for Schnorr randomness, but using a very different proof from that of Day and Miller. In particular, our proof also applies to noncompact spaces X.
Theorem 10.2. Let a ∈ A, µ ∈ M(X), and x ∈ X. The following are equivalent.
(1) x ∈ SR h µ for some Cauchy name h ∈ N N for the pair (a, µ).
(2) x ∈ SR h µ for some h ∈ N N which uniformly computes (a, µ) as in Definition 6.5.
(1) implies (2) since each Cauchy name h for (a, µ) uniformly computes (a, µ). (2) implies (3) by Proposition 6.6. Now we show the difficult direction, (3) implies (1). Informally, the main idea is that x ∈ SR a µ iff x ∈ SR h µ for some "random" name h for (a, µ). This "randomness" is achieved by finding a probability measure ξ a,µ on N N , computable uniformly in (a, µ), which is supported on the Cauchy names for (a, µ).
Formally, we construct ξ a,µ as follows. Let {b n } n∈N denote the basic points of the computable metric space A × M(X) with metric d. For each finite sequence σ ∈ N * we construct the measure ξ a,µ [σ] of the cylinder set [σ] = {h ∈ N N : h ↾ |σ| = σ} to be as follows (a, µ) ) .
(Here . − is truncated subtraction, x . − y := max{x − y, 0}.) The term inside the product represents the probability of choosing h(i), the ith value in the Cauchy name h, independently of all the other values. This ξ a,µ is a probability measure uniformly computable from a, µ. Also, ξ a,µ is supported on the set of
for all i, so by Proposition 6.8, any h ∈ SR ξ a,µ is a Cauchy name for (a, µ) . Lemma 10.5. Given a measure µ ∈ M(X) with Cauchy name h ∈ N, a basic point x i ∈ X, and two positive rationals q 1 < q 2 , one can effectively (uniformly in h, i, q 1 , q 2 ) find a radius r ∈ [q 1 , q 2 ] such that µ{x ∈ X : d X (x, x i ) = r} = 0.
Proof. Follow a basic diagonalization argument. Start by searching for rationals a and b such that q 1 ≤ a < b ≤ q 2 and both |b − a| and µ{x ∈ X : a ≤ d X (x, x i ) ≤ b} are small. Then repeat, replacing q 1 and q 2 with a and b. Let r be the limit. Such a search can be done effectively in the Cauchy name h of µ. Lemma 10.6. Consider the effectively closed set
h is a Cauchy name for µ}.
( ) is computable. Hence {V n;h,a µ } n∈N,(h,a,µ)∈K (where is K is the set of all (h, a, µ) where h is a Cauchy name for (a, µ)) is a uniform Schnorr sequential test. By Proposition 10.4, x 0 / ∈ n V n;h0,a0 µ0
. Therefore, x 0 / ∈ P a0,h0 µ0
as desired. We only needed to check that the steps are uniform in the Cauchy name of the measure. Now, with some ingenuity one could alternately find a direct proof which uses integral tests and avoids Cauchy names. (We leave this as an exercise for the reader. Hint: Use bump functions.) Nonetheless, our point is that one does not need to be ingenious. In general, most proofs concerning Schnorr randomness can be naturally relativized as in the above example.
When we say that Schnorr randomness is "stronger" than Kurtz randomness, we mean that
µ } Inclusion follows from Proposition 10.7. Nonequality is already known for the computable case. For example, it is well-known that for the fair-coin measure every weak 1-generic is Kurtz random but not Schnorr random [DH10, §8.11.2]. However, for certain special measures µ it is the case that KR µ = SR µ . By Proposition 6.8, every measure µ with finite support-for example a Dirac measure δ x -satisfies KR µ = SR µ = MLR µ . Moreover, in Section 12 we discuss noncomputable "neutral measures" µ such that every point is Martin-Löf µ-random. These measures also satisfy KR µ = SR µ = MLR µ .
10.3. Characterizing Schnorr randomness for noncomputable measures via sequential tests. The previous section points to the following characterization of Schnorr randomness for noncomputable measures via sequential tests.
Theorem 10.9. Consider the effectively closed set
For all (h 0 , µ 0 ) ∈ K and x 0 ∈ X, the following are equivalent:
for all uniform Schnorr sequential tests {U n;h µ } n∈N,(h,µ)∈K . Proof. The direction (1) implies (2) follows from Proposition 10.4.
For (2) implies (1), assume x 0 / ∈ SR h0 µ0 . Then there is a uniform Schnorr integral test {t h µ } (h,µ)∈K such that t h0 µ0 (x 0 ) = ∞ and t h µ dµ ≤ 1. Our goal is to find a uniform Schnorr sequential test {U n;h µ } n∈N,(h,µ)∈K such that x 0 ∈ n U n;h0 µ0 . First, let us just consider the sets
The set U n;h µ is Σ 0 1 [n, h, µ] and by Markov's inequality,
Unfortunately, µ(U n;h µ ) may not be computable. This is fixed by the following claim.
Claim. From h and µ (where h is a Cauchy name for µ) we can uniformly compute some value c(n, h, µ) ≈ 2 n+1 such that n, h, µ → µ{x :
−n for all n, h, µ. 
The right-hand-side is upper semicomputable in h. Putting this all together, one may use h to search for some small interval
is sufficiently small. Continuing like this, one can use h to uniformly compute c(n, h, µ).
(Note: We need the Cauchy name h in order to perform this search for small intervals uniformly. Different estimates of the value of µ({x ∈ X : t h µ (x) ∈ [a, b]}) will lead us to different limits c(n, h, µ). To make this computation uniform, we need a Cauchy name h to uniformly compute these estimates.)
This completes the proof of the claim.
Finally, let V n;h µ = {x : t h µ (x) > c(n, h, µ)}. This is the desired uniform Schnorr sequential test.
There is nothing special here about sequential tests. One may apply these principles to other characterizations of Schnorr randomness, for example Schnorr's characterization using martingale tests. N uniformly computable in a and µ, and f a µ : N → R is an unbounded nondecreasing function uniformly computable in a and µ.
We call this a martingale test because ν
Proposition 10.11. Consider the space {0, 1} N and the effectively closed set
For all (h 0 , µ 0 ) ∈ K and x 0 ∈ {0, 1} N , the following are equivalent:
Proof. In this section, we explore alternate definitions of Schnorr randomness for noncomputable measures which have appeared in the literature or the folklore. All of these definitions are distinct from our definition. We argue that our definition has more desirable properties.
(The one definition we do not address is Schnorr's definition of Schnorr randomness for a noncomputable Bernoulli measures found in Sections 24 and 25 of his book [Sch71] . While it seems that his definition is equivalent to ours-for Bernoulli measures-the details are long and beyond the scope of this paper.) 11.1. Non-uniform definition. We must address what, for most computability theorists, would be the natural extension of Schnorr randomness to both noncomputable oracles and noncomputable measures.
Definition 11.1. Fix a ∈ A and µ ∈ M 1 (X). A non-uniform Schnorr sequential µ-test relative to a is a sequence (U n;(a)
−n , and µ(U n;(a) (µ) ) is computable from a, µ. 11 A point x ∈ X is nonuniformly Schnorr µ-random relative to the oracle a if x / ∈ n∈N U n for all nonuniform Schnorr sequential µ-tests relative to a.
(Here we used the sequential test characterization of Schnorr randomness, but any of the standard characterizations, including integral tests, would give the same result.) It is easy to see that this non-uniform definition is at least as strong as ours. Therefore, for every x which is uniformly Schnorr µ-random relative to a we have that x ∈ SR a µ . While to our knowledge, there has been no investigations using this definition of Schnorr randomness for noncomputable measures, there are a number of books and papers which use this non-uniform definition of Schnorr randomness relative to a noncomputable oracle (for example the books [Nie09, DH10] ).
12 This is especially true of papers concerning lowness for randomness [KHNS05, Fra10, BM12a] .
Yu [Yu07] showed that when (X, µ) is the fair coin measure ({0, 1} [Yu07] ). There is a pair of sequences x, y ∈ {0, 1} N such that (x, y) is Schnorr random on λ ⊗ λ but x is not non-uniformly Schnorr λ-random relative to y.
This shows that the non-uniform definition is different from ours (and has less desirable properties). Moreover, this difference extends to randomness for noncomputable measures as follows.
Proposition 11.3. There is a noncomputable probability measure µ on {0, 1} N and a point z ∈ {0, 1} N such that z ∈ SR µ , but z is not non-uniformly Schnorr µ-random.
Proof. Let x, y ∈ {0, 1} N be from Proposition 11.2. By our generalization of Van Lambalgen's Theorem (Theorem 7.3), we have x ∈ SR y λ . However, by Proposition 11.2, x is not non-uniformly Schnorr λ-random relative to y. Now, let z = (x, y) and µ = λ⊗δ y . Since {0, 1} N is computably homeomorphic to {0, 1} N × {0, 1} N , we can view z as a point in {0, 1} N and µ as a measure on {0, 1} N . By Proposition 7.5, z ∈ SR µ . Similarly, it is easy to see that z is not non-uniformly Schnorr µ-random since one can use µ to compute y, and y to compute a nonuniform Schnorr sequential λ-test U n;(y) λ
N is a non-uniform Schnorr sequential µ-test covering z.
(With some more work, we could have even constructed a Bernoulli measure B p on {0, 1} N satisfying Proposition 11.3, however the proof is beyond the scope of this paper.) 11 We use the notation (a) and (µ) here to remind the reader that the test (U n;(a) (µ)
) n∈N depends non-uniformly on a and µ. In particular, when we say that µ(U n;(a) (µ)
) is computable from a, µ, we mean that there is a partial computable map f :
It may not be possible to extend (U n;(a) (µ) ) n∈N to a uniform sequential test (U n;a µ ) n∈N,a∈A,µ∈M 1 (X) . 12 These books and papers do not call this definition "non-uniform." They usually just say "x is a-Schnorr random" or "x ∈ SR a ." Definition 11.4 (Schnorr and Fuchs). Given a measure µ ∈ M 1 ({0, 1} N ), say that x ∈ {0, 1} N is Schnorr-Fuchs µ-random if there are no computable measures ν and no unbounded nondecreasing computable functions f : N → R such that
Compare this definition to our martingale characterization of SR µ in Proposition 10.11. The definitions are similar except in Proposition 10.11, ν and f may depend on µ. It follows that every x ∈ SR µ is Schnorr-Fuchs µ-random.
However the converse fails. The Schnorr-Fuchs definition is "blind," in that the test does not use the measure as an oracle. (See Section 12.) Proposition 11.5. There is a measure µ and some x ∈ {0, 1} N such that x is Schnorr-Fuchs µ-random but x / ∈ SR µ .
Proof. Let x, y ∈ {0, 1} N be Schnorr λ-random sequences which are equal except for the first bit: x starts with 0, and y starts with 1. Let µ be the measure where Firstly, for all computable ν and f we have
for n ≥ 1 and since x is Schnorr λ-random. Therefore x is Schnorr-Fuchs µ-random. Moreover, µ uniformly computes y as in Definition 6.5. (The atom y can be computed by looking for all finite strings σ ∈ {0, 1} * such that µ[1σ] ≥ 3 8 -restricting the computation to the effectively closed set K of measures with such a property.) Therefore, µ also uniformly computes x and it is easy to see that x / ∈ SR µ (since the measure is uniform around x).
Remark 11.6. Unlike the non-uniform definition of Schnorr randomness, we conjecture that the Schnorr-Fuchs definition agrees with our definition on a large class of measures, e.g. Bernoulli measures. See Section 12.
11.3. Uniform sequential test definition. The reader may wonder why we rely on integral tests instead of the more common sequential tests. We defined uniform sequential tests {U n µ } n∈N,µ∈K in Definition 10.3, and used them in Subsections 10.2 and 10.3. However, they are not as robust as uniform Schnorr integral tests. Mathieu Hoyrup (unpublished, personal communication) considered using uniform sequential tests to define Schnorr randomness on noncomputable measures, but ran into this serious flaw. (U φ(µ,x,s) ) ∈ {0, 1} is continuous.
Proof of claim. By assumption, the map m(µ) = µ(U µ ) is continuous. Since φ is also continuous, so is the composition m • φ,
Since both the maps µ, x, s → sδ x (U φ(µ,x,s) ) and µ, x, s → (1 − s)µ(U φ(µ,x,s) ) are lower semicontinuous (Lemma 2.7) and they sum to a continuous map, they must both be continuous, proving our claim.
Since we are on the connected space [0, 1], either this map is constant 0 or constant 1. In the constant 0 case, x / ∈ U φ(µ,x,s) for all µ, x, s (s > 0). We argue that U µ = ∅ for all µ. For, if x ∈ U µ , then x ∈ U ν for every measure ν which is sufficiently close to µ, including ν = φ(µ, x, s) for sufficiently small s > 0. However, this contradicts that x / ∈ U φ(µ,x,s) for s > 0. In the constant 1 case, x ∈ U φ(µ,x,s) for all µ, x, s (s > 0). In particular, any measure ν with an atom x is of the form φ(µ, x, s) for some µ and s > 0. Hence, every atom of ν is in U ν . Therefore, if ν is atomic (made up entirely of atoms), then ν(U ν ) = 1. Since µ → µ(U µ ) is continuous and every measure µ can be approximated by an atomic measure, we have that µ(U µ ) = 1 for all µ.
The proof of Proposition 11.7 works for any connected space X. For a more general space, the same proof gives the following result, again showing there are no nontrivial uniform Schnorr tests.
Proposition 11.8 (Hoyrup) . Given a computable metric space X and a Σ 0 1 [µ] set U µ ⊆ [0, 1] such that µ → µ(U µ ) is computable, there is a clopen set C ⊆ X (independent of µ) such that for all µ we have U µ ⊆ C and µ(U µ ) = µ(C).
Proof. Look at the disjoint sets:
A 0 = {(µ, x, s) : δ x (U φ(µ,x,s) ) = 0}
A 1 = {(µ, x, s) : δ x (U φ(µ,x,s) ) = 1}
As before, the map µ, x, s → δ x (U φ(µ,x,s) ) ∈ {0, 1} is continuous for s ∈ (0, 1]. By the connectedness of M 1 (X) and (0, 1], if (µ, x, s) ∈ A i for some µ and s > 0, then (µ, x, s) ∈ A i for all µ and all s > 0. In other words, membership in A i depends only on x. Let C be the clopen set {x ∈ X : ∃µ ∃s > 0 δ x (U φ(µ,x,s) ) = 1}.
Then, just as in the previous proof, U µ ⊆ C and µ(U µ ) = µ(C).
What if we consider uniform Schnorr sequential tests of the form {U n µ } n∈N,µ∈K where K is an effectively closed set K ⊆ M 1 (X)? These next two propositions show that such an approach would not work. Recall, a 1-generic x ∈ X is a point not on the boundary of any Σ This would suggest that SR µ0 = [0, 1] for a 1-generic measure µ 0 . However, this next result, also due to Mathieu Hoyrup (unpublished, personal communication), shows that this is not the case.
Proposition 11.10 (Hoyrup). If µ ∈ M 1 (X) is 1-generic (even weakly 1-generic 13 ) and x ∈ X is computable then x / ∈ SR µ .
Closing comments, future directions, and open problems
There are a large number of results concerning Martin-Löf randomness for noncomputable measures. It is natural to ask which of those results hold for Schnorr randomness. Here is a brief list of questions and further topics to explore.
• To what extent do the results for Schnorr randomness on computable measures generalize to the noncomputable setting (either noncomputable measures or oracles)? The results in Section 10 suggest that many, if not almost all, results will generalize seamlessly. However, the result at the end of this section suggests that some caution is needed.
• What other randomness notions can we relativize is a uniform way to noncomputable measures? One possibility is computable randomness. See Rute [Rut16, §4
.3] for a definition of computable randomness on noncomputable measures using uniform integral tests. We suspect that most of the results in this paper also hold for computable randomness (except for Van Lambalgen's Theorem and its variations, which do not hold for computable randomness even on computable measures [Baua] ).
• The results in Sections 8 and 9 were only given for continuous kernels, continuous measure-preserving maps, and continuous conditional probabilities. However, as mentioned in Remarks 8.4 and 9.7, one would like "continuous" to be "measurable." There are techniques in randomness to do exactly this-including layerwise computability [HR09a, HR09b, Miy13] , the computable metric space of µ-measurable functions [Rut13, §3 on p.36], and canonical values [Rut13, §3 on p.36]. However, it is not trivial to extend these ideas to a noncomputable measure µ.
• A probability measure µ is neutral for Martin-Löf randomness if sup x∈X t µ (x) < ∞ for all Martin-Löf integral tests t µ , and is weakly neutral for Martin-Löf randomness if every point x ∈ X is µ-random. Levin (see [Gác05, §5] ) showed that neutral measures exist when X is effectively compact. Moreover, (weakly) neutral measures are noncomputable for X = {0, 1}
N (see [Gác05, BGH + 11, DM13]). It is clear that every (weakly) neutral measure for Martin-Löf randomness is (weakly) neutral for Schnorr randomness. Conversely, are there measures which are (weakly) neutral for Schnorr randomness but not (weakly) neutral for Martin-Löf randomness? What can be said about the computability of (weakly) neutral measures for Schnorr randomness? Day and Miller [DM13, Cor. 4.4] showed that each weakly neutral measure µ has no least Turing degree which computes µ. We conjecture that a similar result holds for Schnorr randomness, but possibly replacing computability and Turing degrees with uniform computability (as in Definition 6.5) and truth-table degrees.
• A point x is blind (or Hippocratic) Martin-Löf µ-random if x passes all blind µ-tests, that is a µ-test which does not use the measure as an oracle [KH10, BGH + 11]. For many classes of measures-e.g. the Bernoulli measures-µ-randomness and blind µ-randomness are equivalent [KH10, BGH
+ 11]. What is the proper definition of a blind Schnorr µ-test? For example, the Schnorr-Fuchs definition in Subsection 11.2 is a blind randomness notion. Another approach is to define a blind µ 0 -test as a lower semicomputable function t (not dependent on the measure µ 0 ) such that the map µ → t dµ is computable for all µ ∈ K (where K is an effectively closed set of measures containing µ 0 ). To what extent are these different notions of blind Schnorr randomness equivalent?
• If K is an effectively compact class of measures, then x is Martin-Löf Krandom if x is Martin-Löf µ-random for some µ ∈ K [BGH + 11]. Moreover, one can define a Martin-Löf integral K-test as a lower semicomputable function t such that t dµ ≤ 1 for all µ ∈ K. It turns out that x is MartinLöf K-random if and only if t(x) < ∞ for all Martin-Löf integral K-tests [BGH + 11]. What is the appropriate test for Schnorr K-randomness? We conjecture that it is a lower semicomputable function t such that the map µ → t dµ is computable for µ ∈ K.
• Let K be an effectively compact set of probability measures where MLR µ ∩ MLR ν = ∅ for each pair of measures µ, ν ∈ K. Then given x ∈ MLR µ for µ ∈ K, there is a computable algorithm which uniformly computes µ from [Sch71, §24] adapted Martin-Löf's Bernoulli tests to Schnorr randomness. As we mentioned in the beginning of Section 11, it seems that Schnorr's definition is equivalent to ours.
• Suppose that µ is a computable mixture of probability measures, that is µ(A) = ν(A) dξ(ν) where ξ is a computable probability measure on M 1 (X). • A couple of papers [RS15, BGMS12] have investigated the sequences in {0, 1} N which are not Martin-Löf random for a continuous probability measure (a probability measure with no atoms). What can be said about the Schnorr random version?
• Reimann and Slaman [RS15, Thm. 4.4] showed that a sequence x ∈ {0, 1} N is noncomputable if and only if x ∈ MLR µ for some probability measure µ where x is not a µ-atom. We end this paper by showing that this result does not hold for Schnorr randomness (Proposition 12.1). Nonetheless, see Question 6.7 for a possible result for Schnorr randomness of a similar flavor. Here 0 ∞ denotes the all-zero sequence 00 . . ..
